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Abstract: Compared with legacy networks, programmable networks are highly
flexible and need to be reconfigured dynamically. In this early work paper, we study
the fast and consistent network update which is the key enabler to realize determin-
istic reconfigurable networks. The reconfiguration speed is one side of the coin. The
ongoing best-effort traffic cannot be interrupted during the network reconfiguration
as well. In terms of reconfiguration speed, we implement and compare our method
with the state-of-the-art decentralized and centralized update methods.
Keywords: Reconfigurable Networks, Network Measurements, Programmable Data
Plane with P4
1 Introduction
Communication networks have become a critical infrastructure and continuously increase in
scale and complexity. In order to adapt the massive amount of devices and services, and to
tune according to policy, networks are required to be re-configured or updated dynamically. The
approach of centrally controlling networks can prevent many oscillations brought by distributed
route computation [JLG+14]. Meanwhile, since the update schedule is computed at the central-
ized controller, it also brought multiple challenges when updating the network.
The first challenge is how to roll out updates efficiently and correctly. The efficiency is to re-
alize shortest update time. The correctness is to maintain consistency properties e.g., blackhole-
freedom, loop-freedom, and congestion-freedom during the update [FSV19]. However, operators
commonly have to make a trade-off between these two goals. Even worse, if the controller has an
inconsistent view to the network or inaccurate state of the data plane, the consistency properties
during update could be violated e.g., forwarding loop or link congestion.
The second challenge is to ensure that deterministic transmission should not be violated during
the update, especially for those time-triggered networks such as Industrial Control Networks and
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The deterministic transmission reflects in predictable end-
to-end latency [VDZ+19] and bounded number of frame loss [LWP+19].
To make the update time short, we propose and implement a P4Update framework which
make the data plane update fast and provably consistent. A local verification scheme is pro-
posed to solve the first challenge with the help of programmable data plane with P4 [BDG+14].
The data plane state such as graph information maintained by the controller is pushed to and
temporarily stored by programmable switches. Probe packets carrying the real-time data plane
∗
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state are used to compare with the controller’s view. The data plane update is triggered by the
verification result. To demonstrate the update efficiency, we emulate our approach and compare
with a decentralized update scheme ez-Segway which showcases the bottleneck of update speed
[NCC17]. We prove that our approach maintains the consistency without the interactions with
the centralized controller during the update.
Before solving the second challenge, we study and measure the predictability of static network
performance. In particular, we build a testbed setup with NIC in the end stations and Time
Sensitive Networking (TSN) evaluation switches as the intermediate nodes. Both the application
to application layer delay and the NIC to NIC delay are measured.
2 Motivation
Software-Defined Network (SDN) has brought tremendous benefits, such as high performance in
throughput, high utilization, and high data plane availability [FGH+21]. Due to the limitations
of adopting new protocols, Programmable Data Plane (PDP) has been born and evolved contin-
uously [HHM+21]. On one hand, programmable networks has shown great flexibility through
centrally managing the networks [HAB+19]. On the other hand, some common challenges occur
during reconfiguring the network, such as consistency properties violation and un-deterministic
real-time Quality of Service (QoS), Service Level Agreement (SLA) violation [FSV19]. Solving
these challenges became necessary especially when many networks exist in a constant state of
change. Operators of ISP must update the data plane state frequently independent of their opti-
mization goal [JLG+14]. The dynamic behavior of IIoT requires the time-triggered schedules in
TSN to adapt to dynamic updates while maintaining the strict latency requirements [LWP+19].
To meet these requirements and solve these challenges in reconfigurable networks, we must
firstly know what is going on in the current networks. Often network measurements are the
fundamental tasks of network control and management. The operators need to measure network
performance continuously to ensure QoS to their customers [YRS15]. Moreover, they also need
to troubleshoot their network in case there are some failures or misconfigurations [HHJ+14].
Along the timeline, the network measurements could be classified into traditional network mea-
surements, software-defined network measurements and emerging network telemetry. Tradi-
tional network measurements have been widely used in the network management due to ease of
deployment, but it lacks of accuracy and affects the network state [Mor16]. With the emergence
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Figure 1: Illustration of SL- and DL-P4Update. The blue line represents the update in SL-
P4Update and the green lines show the DL-P4Update segmentation.
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of SDN and PDP, some software-defined measurement schemes have been proposed which im-
proves measurement openness and transparency [YLS+15]. Network Telemetry was becoming
a popular technology to make fine-grained measurements to the current network state [Yu19].
3 Towards Consistent Network Updates in Programmable Networks
with P4
When implementing network updates, operators commonly choose a trade-off between update
speed and consistency. In order to ensure the consistency properties, probe packets are generated
at the data plane to provide two functions.
The first one is to coordinate between data plane. The Figure 1 is used to demonstrate the
coordination process. The network flows are segmented according to the old (solid line) and
new routing paths (dashed line). In most update scenarios in which the old and new paths are
disjoint, we adopt the Single-Layer (SL) approach. V 7 is the egress node, using the SL approach,
the probe packets are sent back from V 7 to V 0 along the blue line. The main idea is to avoid
complicated coordination procedures. In order to improve the update speed, we design a dual-
layer update mechanism. The Dual-Layer (DL) approach is applied to complicated scenario
which could implement parallel updates of multiple segments. Using the DL approach, V 0 to V 2
and V 4 to V 7 are two forwarding segments which could be updated in parallel.
v0 v1 v2 v3
Dn V
3 1 1 1 2 1 0 1
(a) No inconsistencies.





Figure 2: Verifying update consistency, where the probe packets are forwarded via v3,v1,v2,v0
to update from the solid old path to the dashed new path. Scenario (a) shows a successful update
without inconsistency issues, whereas (b) shows one example with inconsistent update informa-
tion.
The second one is to verify the consistency between centralized controller and data plane state.
The Figure 2 is used to demonstrate the verification process. The routing configuration version
and distance of each node to the destination are stored in the probe packets. For example, the
version of solid and dashed path is 1 and 2 separately. The distance of V 3,V 1,V 2,V 0 is 0,1,2,3
separately. From controller’s perspective, if V 2 contains the same distance as V 1 in Figure 2b,
blackhole or loop could occur.
To demonstrate the update speed, we implement two approaches of P4Update and ez-Segway
using P4 and evaluate using BMv2 switch target [Con16] in typologies of B4 and Internet2. The
centralized update method is used as the baseline. We measure the total update time of a single
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Figure 3: Total update time CDF
flow which is from the timestamp the controller sending the new configuration to the timestamp
the controller receiving the last update finish notification. The total update time of DL-P4Update
is 15% and 14% less than the ez-Segway. The reason is that DL-P4Update involves fewer rounds
of communication with controller and involve higher degrees of parallelism.
4 Future Work and Outlook
The reconfiguration mechanisms should be considered to adapt into the programmable hardware.
The main challenge is about the hardware limitations, such as limited access times of stateful ob-
jects. Moreover, more measurement studies during the reconfiguration are considered to be done.
But gathering and understanding the real-time data plane state is not trivial. Moreover, today’s
network measurement mechanisms are mostly done for offline analysis. Using online network
measurement techniques to help ensure the stable performance during the network reconfigura-
tion is also unknown. As a long-term goal, a closed-loop measurement, verification and control
knob for reconfigurable networks is treated as the working direction.
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